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DANGER VALUES. 
By LIEUT.-COLOSEL h1. I;. hfCTAGGART, D.S.O., 5th Lancers. 

(A Lecture delivered at Risalpur and Pcshawar.) 

THOSE of us who have been through the late War, and particularly 
those who served in France and Belgium, cannot fail to have been 
impressed by the number of preventable casualties which occurred. 
Some men arc foolhardy, others over cautious, and some wear them- 
selves into nervous breakdown for no reason at all. U7hat the propor- 
tion was through those years of hard fighting it is impossible to say, 
but thcre is no doubt that it was very considerable. The  matter does 
not, however, rest entirely on the question of saving casualties, it has 
another still more important bearink. If every man going into an 
attack were thoroughly conversant with the limitations as well as the 
effectiveness of the weapons opposed to him, there would rarely be a 
position which could not be taken. If we could teach our men to think 
“ objectivcly ” always, we should go a long way in making ourselves 
the most formidable troops the world has ever seen. 

Gcoerally speaking, we are too apt to  think “ subjectively ” or to 
reason from our own side of the question ; thinking “ objectively ” is 
to reason from the enemy’s point of view. In philosophy it would be 
callcd “ n priori, and ;I posteriori ratiocinntion.” I hope you will not 
call it this. The subject will do you no harm and deserves a better fate. 

\\‘hat we do mean, in simpler language, is that we should arguc 
from the effect to the cause, rather than from the cause to the effect. 
We should not want to say, “ I am frightened, therefore there is 
danger.” But rather “ If there is no danger then I have nothing to  
fear. ” 

That is the grcit diITerencc, and it is not mereIy a question of 
twisting terms, or of academic dialectics, but it represents n hard 
fundamental fact in warfare which applies to us all in the battlefield with 
a force no one can dispute. 

I can give n o  better advice to any soldier, be he young or  old, than 
that he should learn from the outset of his career to think “ objectively,’’ 
to puzzle things out for himself, not from his point of view, but always 
from that of the enemy. 

I have often heard it said that the chorus girl in the back row takes 
just as  much care over the twist of a curl or the pencilling of an eyebrow 
as the .prenric’rc danseuse herself, because she believes that every eye, 
from the stalls to the gallery, from the boms to the pit, are all fixed 
on her. 

I will hastily add that I make this statement on purely hearsay 
evidence. (No doubt there may be some officers present who have 
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greater knowledge on this matter than I, and i t  would be interesting to 
hear their esperienccs on the termination of the lecture.) 

A s  with the chorus girl, so it is with the soldier. A s  he advances 
in the face of the enemy he thinks that the whole opposing army is 
thinking of him, and of him alone. Both are thinking “ subjectively,” 
neither have been taught “ objective ” reasoning. 

I remember once being under very heavy machine-gun fire. I 
quickly dived into a shell hole, where there was another man, and 
awaited events. I was pondering what I should d o  nest, as  I thought 
i t  was far too dangerous to put one’s head up, when my companion got 
up  and walked quietly away, witliout a shot being fired at him. You 
see, I had been thinking “subjectively.” I had been imagining that 
my shell hole was the only “ pebble on the beach,” and that I was the 
only person the enemy had to think about. When I did get up I 
realized how foolish my feats had been. 

It is, therefore, always worth while to reverse the picture when 
training our troops in peace time. 

If  we were to place a man o n  the so0 yards firing point, and ask 
him to try and hit a very quickly moving, almost invisible, target, he 
would probably say, “ Oh, you can’t expect me to  hit that, can you 3 ” 
If so, the reply should be, “ Very well then, remember how safely you 
could move in the face of the enemy, who wouldn’t be firing under the 
ideal conditions you are at the present moment.” When we are train- 
i n g  men in the attack, let us  try to get them to place themselves mentally 
in the position of the defence. When practising the defence let us 
show them the advantages and limitations of the attack. In the defence 
we should point out how easy it is to hit a man who needlessly exposes 
himself, and how impossible it is to stop one who takes any advantage 
of cover. Then with this lesson in his mind, make him advance, and 
he will all the more readily believe that he can do so with impunity, 
provided he obeys the rules he has learnt from personal observation. 

Let u s  now take the various aspects of movement under fire under 
separate headings. 

DANGER VALUES 

SNIPING. 
In all cases of sniping, the firer has first of all to ‘‘spot” 

his target, secondly he has to aim, and thirdly to fire. All this takes 
a considerable time. Ten seconds is probably as quick as it can be 
done by an  expert, and very considerably longer when the conditions 
for firing are not of the best. It sometimes happens that the sniper 
keeps his aim permanently on one spot, and lets drive the moment a 
target crosses his sights, but this can only be done for short periods 
(unless a rifle rest is used, which is not often very satisfactory), and 
when many people are observed continually crossing that spot. 

If, therefore, we arrange not to expose ourselves often at the same 
spot, it is perfectly safe to do so for a period of from 3 to 5 seconds, 
which gives a sufficiently large margin for safety. This rule, simple 
enough in itself, was undoubtedly insufficiently grasped during the 
trench warfare in France. It was no uncommon thing to walk along 
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286 DANCER VALUES 

tlie whole front line of a unit and to find the N.C.O.’s in cliarge of posts 
to have no  further information of the ground they were to guard than 
what could be obtained through a periscope. The result being that 
they knew nothing about it wliatever, and as often as not could not tell 
our own line from that of the enemy. But an occasional glance over 
the parapet lasting only three seconds (from some spot slightly away 
from the sentry post) would not only have been perfectly safe, but they 
mould have learnt more in those thrcc scconds than from a wcck of 
gazing through a periscopc. 

Furthermore, should any officer happen to use that means of 
obtaining the information when going his rounds, he mould very likely 
gain a reputation for bravery, although the risk he would run would be 
almost negligible. 

T o  niany a man bravery has been accorded and decorations won 
by a thorough appreciation of danger values. The man who realizes 
to the full  the limitations of tlie encniy, and takes no unnecessary risk 
can apparcntly perform prodigious feats of valoor, with successful 
issues., and yet be as safe as anyone can in tlic face of the enemy. And 
it should be our  object to raisc thc gcncral standard of any fighting 
soldicr to this Icvel. 

I n  the year 1914, when the Yprcs salient was looked upon as a 
regular death-trap, there was a time when a certain uni t  had to hold a 
part of the line which could bc sniped from all four points of the 
compass. The casualties wliich had occurred from this source had been 
so heavy that few people dared to niovc about at all. Thcrc was one 
officer, however, who walked about as lie liked and appeared to be living 
a charmed life, and continued to perform his duties quite unconcernedly 
throughout the whole time the unit was in that sector. Now the sector 
was surroundcd with trees, and on being asl<ed how i t  was he wasn’t 
hit, lie replied quite simply, “ Oh, it wasn’t possible for any sniper to 
hit me. I never stood still for a single moment, and if you yourself 
were to try sniping through trees, you would find out that it is hopeless 
to cvcn try to hit a man unless he is stationary.” That officer under- 
stood “ danger valiic.” It required no bravery to do as he did, because 
lie knew he was in no danger. It was simply applied knowledge, and 
that is what it must be our object to teach. 

The cavalry soldier, too, should also bc made to rcalize when 
mounted how far he is in danger from sniping. 

Directly fire of any sort is opened on a Ixtrol, the tendency is for 
the nien to start galloping as fast as tlicy can, no matter what the range 
at which they are being fired. They usually gallop both far and fast, 
and n few well-dircctcd bullcts at long range will often send them scatter- 
ing in all directions. It could, howevcr, be laid down as a rule that at any 
range over 1,200 yards no greater pace is nccded than that of the steady 
trot. Bctwccn 1,200 yards and Goo yards the pace might be increased 
to a hard gallop, and it would only be at ranges below the latter figure 
at which it  would bc necessary to gallop “ventre A terrc.” Should 
anyone doubt the advisability of such a rule, let them try on the range, 
and see what success they are likely to have at a target moving eight 
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DANCER VALUES 287 

miles an hour when firing at a 1,200 yards range, even when the range 
was accurately known and with a rifle that had been “ calibrated.” 

MACHINE-GUN FIRE. 
This arm has been developed so much recently because its moral 

effect is very great, but when we come to look into the actual “ danger 
value ” of machine-gun fire, we shall find that it has been accorded 3 
potentiality quite beyond the scope of its actual abilities. Machine 
guns trained on a defile, such as a sunken road, can be, and frequently 
are, very effective, and under circumstances such as that we are wisc 
to take every possible precaution. But if we hpld a similar view when 
facing them in open country, when attacking positions, or when 
pursuing a retiring force, it can only be because the limitations of 
machine guns have not sufficiently been esplained or emphasized. 
During the \Var attacks have too  often been held up by this weapon, 
not on account of the damage they have inflicted, but because their 
fire instilled inordinate respect. ;\Inchine-gun fire, unlike that of 
artillery, has neither the lateral effect of sliell fire or the spread of 
shrapnel, the bullet must find its billet before any harm can be done. 
If fire is concentrated on one spot, then all other localities arc free,. 
and there is nothing to hinder the advance in other portions of the 
line. If it is traversing it is usually a simple matter to take cover, as 
the bullets come closer, and to advance directly they have passed. If 
the machine gunner is trying to hit definite targets his task is one of 
peculiar difficulty. If no man esposes himself for more than three 
or four seconds the advance can be accomplished with almost complete 
safety. It is on such occasions that section rushes should be avoided, 
as they often do present too good a target, but with what was somctinics 
called “ a  sliell hole advance,” in France, or perhaps more commonlv 
the “dribbling ” attack is the most effective method of nullifying 
machine-gun fire. Any man, after practising with. his Tmvis  gun, 
should remember his own difficulties, and use that knowledge whea 
advancing against them. Machine-gun fire in open country cannot 
hold up  well trained deterniined troops. If men by short, sharp 
diagonal rushes move foruxrd, taking cover only sufficiently long to 
regain their breath, and threaten the flank of machine guns ,  there will 
be little difficulty in capturing the position, and it was by this method 
that many guns were captured in France and Flanders. . 

IVithin reasonable limits it should be impressed on a11 soldiers that 
time is a niost important factor in assessing danger values. I t  is twice 
as dangerous to take half an hour over an  attack as fifteen minutes. 
n u t  not only that, quickness of niovenient is again another factor of 
safety, so that it might almost be said that time works in a double 
ratio, and that a n  attack that only t d i  fifteen minutes would be three 
tinies less dangerous than one of half an  hour. 

GUN FIRE. 
\\’hen under shell fire it is again very valuable to try to fathom 

the fire scheme under which the batteries have opened. Were our 
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288 DANGER VALUES 

soldiers taught to try and understand what the batteries are after when 
fire is opened, many lives would have been saved. Everyone who was 
in France must have seen a man walking down a trench frightened by 
a shell bursting just behind him. He then runs forward, only to meet 
the second shell bursting in front of him. Now thoroughly alarmed 
he runs back again, and is caught by the centre shell of the bracket, 
and so meets his death, which he could easily have avoided had he 
realized what the batteries were doing. 

Aftet all, the various forms of fire a battery can do are limited. 
When ranging, bracketing is the method universally adopted. They 
can concentrate their fire on one spot, as when doing counter-battery 
work, or  when demolishing strong points. They can traverse or they 
can search and sweep, which is practically unainled fire, D situation in 
which " danger value " cannot be appraised. Similarly battery fire, 
gttti fire, salvoes, and barrage fire are also outside discussion in this 
paper. All that is necessary for us to  consider when we are under shell 
fire is, W h a t  is the object of that fire? If we find shells unexpectedly 
falling in our direction, it is not necessarily, in fact it is improbable that 
it is directed at either infantry or  dismounted cavalry. It is more likely 
it is aimed at a battery close by, or an  observation post, or led horses, 
definite approaches, transport, etc., and if we move from that locality, 
we need, as a rule, have no further apprehension. But when we see 
the guns beginning to use shrapnel, which are bursting near us, then 
it behoves us to take more care. We then know that their fire has us 
as  its special object, and we can only advance with all military 
precaution. 

I remember once in France we had to advance a very long distance 
across the open under a perfect tornado of shells. We were, of course, 
in artillery formation, and we got through with the loss of only a half 
platoon. Every one who got through that advance thought themselves 
extremely lucky, but as a matter of fact it was only the unlucky ones 
who were hit, for the simple reason that the batteries were not firing at 
us, otherwise they would have used shrapnel. They were engaged 
solely in counter-battery work. When I esplained this to my adjutant, 
after it was all over, he said, " Well, if I had recollected that, what :I 
lot of nervous exhaustion I would have saved myself." 

So you see the strain of battle is largely diminished by learning to 
think objectively, and its importance was daily brought home to us in 
France when our infantry were enduring shell fire for days on end. 
Those who could never read what was in the minds of the German 
gunners were never free from care, and nervous breakdowns were 
frequently the result. 

RIFLE FIRE. 
By far the most dangerous form of fire is that from well-trained 

infantry. Under such circumstances we cannot, as in the case of 
machine-gun fire, have any idea where the next bullet will strike. A 
g d ' s e c t i o n  of infantry firing at the rate of ten rounds a minute, with 
each shot.falling in the required area, is the most effective form of 
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defence or of attack that a soldier can be called upon to face. However, 
fortunately for us, it is seldom we have to meet infantry so well trained, 
and the lessons that can be learnt when we are engaged in field firing 
are very valuable. As firing becomes more rapid, and the nerves oi 
the firer beome more strained, the tendency to fire high increases, and 
it must be realized that inaccurate fire represents no danger whatever to 
those men who are the target a t  that moment. I think it must havc 
been the csperience of most of us to  hear it said that advance is 
impossible for no greater reason than that bullets mere whistling over- 
head. A bullet makes a considerable noise in  the air, especially when 
close to ‘‘ the crack,” even when as much as 50 feet above our heads. 
If it were possible it would be an  escellent lesson in peace time if we 
could place our soldiers in such a position so that they could learn what 
is dangerous and what is not. The  dangerous bullet makes no sound, 
when we hear it we know that all danger from that source is past, and 
this point equally applies to all shells, escept those from howitzers and 
other high-angle fire. With troops that arc moving forward quickly, 
esposing themselves for very short periods, and taking every advan- 
tage of cover, their casualties will be slight. But once we give the 
enemy opportunity of locating our positions and of accurately ranging 
on theni, we increase the danger very considerably. 

From the point of view of “danger value ” alone we should 
impress upon our troops that it is only when bullets begin striking the 
ground close beside us that any danger really exists. It may be said 
in opposition to this statement that owingoto the flat trajectory of thc 
modern rifle that the whole of the last 500 yards is the danger zone, and 
that a man may be killed by a bullet which would not strike the ground 
for 300 yards after it had passed him. That is certainly true theoretic- 
ally, but it requires perfectly flat ground before it can work practically. 
Most positions that are attacked are on rising ground, so that the hostile 
fire often assumes that of a plunging nature. In an  attack up a glacis- 
like slope where grazing fire would havc full effect, we must not forget 
the strong covering fire under which the troops would advance, so that 
what is so dangerous theoretically becomes far less so in the actual 
battle. . O n  most other occasions the ground is so broken that few 
bullets find their billet except those which strike where they are 
i n  tended. 

Our soldiers, therefore, should be made to realize the different 
values of fire, such as plunging, grazing, etc., by ocular and practical 
demonstration in their field firing practice, in order to make them 
understand that what is difficult for the firer is easy for the “ firee,” 
and vice vets6. Let them take as their motto : ‘‘ The enemy’s difficulty 
is our cjpportunity.” 

I canie across a very kood example of a lack of perspective in 
danger values in one division in France. I was taking over their 
trenches, and \vas much impressed with all the notices I saw at every 
turn, “ Keep your liead down, the enemy sees you,” “ Danger,” 
“ Look out,” and so on were all over the place. Presently I was nearly 
knocked down by a man running breathlessly down the trench, as I 
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DAXCER VALUES 25)o 

was coming up. I asked him what his hurry was about, and lie told 
rne that they had orders to always run at this point. The only reason 
I could see for this order was that owing to marshy ground the parapet 
was insufficient, but on the other hand, as tliere was a dip liere in the 
ground, it was completely out of the enemy’s view. On going round 
the l ine I found everyone in a similarly timorous attitude of mind, 
and during the daytime hardly a post was visited. 

I need hardly my that this is the worst form of preparation for 
attack. When over caution is instilled in the defence we cannot expect 
a bold and resolute advance when the time comes. But i f  we always 
Iiecp a well-balanced appreciation of danger values we shall find that, 
instead of erring on the side of hesitation, we shall be able to perform 
whatever duties \ve are called upon to carry out with the ininiriiuni of 
casualty and the masimuni of dash a n d  resolution. 

TRANSPORT. 
There is one other branch of this subject, wliicli forms the last for 

discussion. Perhaps one of the most ncrve-racking tasks of all is that 
of bringing up ammunition and supplies night after night. The actual 
dangcr on cach particular occasion may not be very great, hut some 
individual who has escaped injury for a week or a fortnight begins 
to wonder how long his ‘ I  luck ” is going to last, and i f  lie escapes for 
a longer period than that soon be i n s  to consider himself a particularly 

of this sort of th ing ,  and indeed i t  can be well realized what a strain i t  
actually is. The danger varics, of course, under the circumstances 
under which i t  is done. Perhaps for a nionth or more there may not 
be a shot fired, while on other occasions there may be many casualties 
nightly. If, lioivever, nie‘n were taught to think of tlie chances in their 
favoiir each time they went up it  would consideralily lcsscn their’appre- 
Iiension. I x t  us suppose that a nian could reasonably admit that the 
chance of his bcing hit on one particular night was 3,000 to I ,  we 
should try to get him to understand what a 3,mo to I chance means. 
If hc had seen a lottery drawn with 3,000 tickets in it ,  of which he 
possessed one, I think he would feel how hopeless it  was for his ticket 
to be the selected one. Nost men would looli upon their money as 
thrown away, and g o  away in despair, and indeed they would be well 
justified ; 2,999 bad tickets to I right one is tremendous odds, and might 
well drter the most confirmed gambler from ever entering a lottery 
again. .So  i f  we could get our men to think of their “ danger value ” 
in this light I feel sure that they would be able to perform their tasks 
with lighter hearts and greater zest. 

There is only one other concluding remark I \vould lilw to make, 
it is to suggest one other motto, not only for soldiers but it would 
equally apply to e v e r y o n e t h e  soldier, however, i n  particular. It is 
this : ‘ I  Never worry about what you can’t help.” 

You will all rcmcnibcr that now quite celebrated cartoon of 
Bairnsfather’s, of ‘ I  Old Bill ” and “ Bert ” in a shell liolc, with shells 

‘ I  lucliy ” individual. RIany men 8 s nerves break down under the strain 
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bursting all round. I ‘  Bert ” is evidently suggesting they might change 
their position for sonic other, and “ Old Bill ” says, “ If you know of a 
better ’ole, go to it.” 

Now here was a situation in which there was no decision required, 
no alternative, no way out of the difficulty, nothing else escept “ luck ” 
- o r  call it what you will-could see them through. The only thing 
to do was to wait until tlie storm had passed and hope for the best. 

This kind of thing is always occurring to a soldier in warfare. He 
often has to march along a certain road at a fised pace; if it is through 
a town or village lie will have n o  opportunity of moving to either the 
right or left. I-Ie can’t help it, and so there is nothing to be done. He 
tias got to take liis chance, and like the man who has taken a lottery 
ticket there is nothing more to think of than to wait and see what 
number has been drawn. There is no decision to be made, and there- 
fore there is nothing to worry about. W e  as soldiers should always 
try to steel ourselves to that view in peace time, so that in war we can 
keep our nerves under control, and with a due appreciation of “ danger 
value ” wc will find we can do things easily we vould have looked upon 
before as  either foolhardy or heroic. 

Nerves in war is much more a question of military knowledge than 
people have hitherto supposed. 

If you doubt me, let us  consider for a moment the arrival of the 
editor of a popular newspaper, or of some eminent politician into the 
so-called danger zone. IIe is seen creeping along the reserve trenches 
with a periscope, furtively glancing to his ri lit and left, and hastily 
completing his tour of so-called inspection. %is great ambition is to 
say lie has been in danger-his greatest desire is to keep out of it. 
\Vhat he really likes is to have the burst of a sliell pointed out to him 
in his nciglibourhood, so that lie can say that he has actually been 
under fire. He then hurriedly retires, and writes long articles about 
his tlirilling csperiences and the wonderful heroism he Ins scen. 

NOW, make no mistake. That man really does think he has been 
in danger. Having no military knowledge his appreciation of danger 
value is nil; he is quite incapable of deciding wliat is dangerous and 
what is not, and like many of us, perhaps I may sa all of us, likes to 
just slightly esaggerate, provided he is quite sure t K at there is no one 
about who can or* will contradict. So he comes back, rich in remin- 
iscence and espcrience, and the dangers through which lie has passed 
give proof to his valour. 

You see, he does not know, and every private soldier who reads liis 
reminiscences laughs openly at him. Therefore, I think we can 
definitely say that the more we know the better are we able to size up 
the danger. 

T r i E  SAFETY OF THE UNEXPECTED. 

It is a curious psychological fact that when we encounter some- 
thing entirely different to anything we have seen before, or an attack 
is made on us  in an  unexpected way, we become so engaged in watching 
the novelty, we can think of nothing else until, perhaps, too late. 
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292 DAKGER VALUES 

A n  occasion of this sort occurred in France early in 1917, when 
the Germans were commencing to withdraw from the Sommc salient. 
Orders came round to the battalions in tlie front line to discover, as 
early 3s possible, the e+acuation of the opposing trcnches. In one 
sector of the line all seemed quiet, and to test the matter one sentry 
after another was ordered to espose himself. Short periods to begin 
with, increasing in length i f  the enemy made no sign. Eventually the 
whole of the front line stood up on the parapet, and not a shot was 
fired at them. But a patrol which was then ordered to penetrate into 
the hostile trenches was opened on at once. 

The encrny liad ,apparently been much too interested in the novelty 
of seeing our men espose themselves in what might be described as so 
very reckless a way that they a11 forgot to fire, but d i e n  they saw a 
common patrol advancing across the open, they all knew what to do, 
and did it. 

danger value.’’ W e  can do 
almost impossible things, provided they are sufficiently novel or 
unexpected. 

This is, therefore, another aspect of 
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